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Abstract. Trust is an important tool in human life, as it enables people
to cope with the uncertainty caused by the free will of others. Uncertainty
and uncontrollability are also issues in computer-assisted collaboration
and electronic commerce in particular. A computational model of trust
and its implementation can alleviate this problem.

This survey is directed to an audience wishing to familiarize them-
selves with the field, for example to locate a research target or imple-
ment a trust management system. It concentrates on providing a general
overview of the state of the art, combined with examples of things to take
into consideration both when modelling trust in general and building a
solution for a certain phase in trust management, be it trust relationship
initialization, updating trust based on experience or determining what
trust should have an effect on.

1 Introduction

Trust plays an important role in virtual organisations, countering uncertainty
caused by the business requirement for openness. The requirement seeks to make
marketable services openly available to all potential, highly autonomous clients,
which increases a service provider’s vulnerability to an attack. As there is no
central authority to provide support for traditional authentication for a rapidly
changing actor base, making sensible authorisation decisions concerning new,
previously unknown partners is difficult. Manual updates to policy or access
control settings quickly become laborious, which drives organisations into mak-
ing only very broad decisions concerning large parts of the user base to avoid
the overly heavy process of personalizing the security settings. Trust manage-
ment can provide a basis for more detailed and better-informed authorisation
decisions, while allowing for a high level of automation.

This paper aims to provide an overview of trust management research in
the field of computer science, without going too deeply into any implementation
specifics. It was written as a part of a state-of-the-art analysis for the TuBE
(Trust Based on Evidence) project [1]. The paper is organized in two parts. The
first part discusses trust as a concept, how it has been modelled and how the
concept could be introduced to computer security. Noteworthy ideas are drawn
from all sources alike.
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The second part describes the different tasks of the trust management sys-
tem: determining initial trust, observing the trustee’s actual behaviour and up-
dating trust accordingly. Technologies and ideas to support a particular task are
brought up together with the general discussion of the challenges related to that
task. This forms a loose application taxonomy through which trust management
research is presented. The task set, or trust life cycle, is taken to begin from
choosing a partner and determining a suitable initial trust in them. Reputation
systems are discussed as an aid in this task, although their usability does not
end there. After the partner is allowed to use the provided services, the system
moves to observation and gathering evidence of the partners’ behaviour. Intru-
sion detection and prevention systems (IDS/IPS) play a central role here. From
the data gathered from various pieces of evidence and possible updates from a
reputation system, different actions can be taken, the most central being the
adjustment of the trust estimate.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Chapter 2 discusses concepts for
trust management and how to model it, covering the aforementioned first part of
the paper. Chapter 3 covers the second part, discussing the initialization of trust
relationships, identifying methods for observing the trustee and considering the
various decisions to base on trust and the observations. Finally, chapter 4 offers
some conclusions.

2 On the Nature of Trust

Trust and reputation, a closely related term, are firmly rooted in sociology, and
those roots should not be forgotten [2]. However, trust is quite a complicated phe-
nomenon, the concept itself carrying many meanings. As our interest in purely
sociological or psychological studies on trust has been limited, this section will
only give a brief overview of the trust phenomenon before moving on to how
systems should trust. It is not certain that we want to even try imitating human
trust fully in computer systems, as humans do not seem to always make fully
rational trust decisions [3, 4].

2.1 Concepts for Trust Management

In the following chapters of this work, we consider trust as it is directed at inde-
pendent actors. The trustor is a service provider practicing electronic commerce
on the Internet, and the trustee is either a business partner or an individual re-
quiring access to the trustor’s services, as represented by an identifiable agent in
the network. The trustees are independent in the sense that their actions cannot
directly be controlled by outsiders such as the service provider, i.e. the trustor.
The business partners and individuals behind the trustee agents can have control
over several different identities through agents which cannot be reliably traced
back to them or to each other.

Trust seems to essentially be a means for people to deal with uncertainty
about the future and their interaction partners. Stephen Marsh considers the
protection of law, a lack of options for possible outcomes and other kinds of
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limitations, reducing the aforementioned independence of actors, as examples of
factors reducing the need to trust [5]. In a more technical environment, “trusted”
hardware for monitoring [6] or cryptographically secure communications [7] also
work towards reducing uncertainty.

Trust is defined as the extent to which one party is willing to participate in a
given action with a given partner, considering the risks and incentives involved
(adjusted from [8, 9]). A trust decision is binary and based on the balance
between trust and risk, and it has some sort of effect on the trustee. Usually
it is made with a class of applicable situations in mind, such as concerning a
particular trustee in performing a certain action only. Actions involve using
services provided by the trustor. The effect of the trust decision on the trustee
varies: depending on the situation, trust may directly affect whether the action is
authorised at all. Even if access is granted, there may be a need to limit resources
available during the action or tighten the observation of the trustee.

The effect of trust comes with a risk: an authorisation decision means that
we expose something in our control to attack or abuse, while reduced observation
means that misbehaviour may proceed undetected and more resources allocated
means that more of them may go to waste or be misused. The connection of risk
and trust is emphasised by many researchers, such as [5, 8, 10]. Risks are tied to
assets [11]. If money or system security are assets, the related risks involve losing
money or experiencing a breach in security. The risks considered here are limited
to those known to the trustor; balancing against something unknown may prove
difficult. The action importance, or its business value, affects trust similarly
to good reputation, increasing the willingness to make a positive trust decision.

Reputation is defined as a perception a party creates through past actions
about its intentions and norms [2]. Reputation exists only in a community which
is observing its members in one way or another, and is as such meaningless out-
side its native environment. It can be transmitted from one community context
to another, however, by means of recommendations. As the definition implies,
it is affected by experience; directly if the experience is shared by the entire
community, or through negotiations if only a sub-community has borne witness.

A recommendation is simply an attempt at communicating a party’s repu-
tation from one community context to another. A poor recommendation may be
detrimental to one’s reputation, and there is no separate term for “negative rec-
ommendation”. The word attempt should remind us that the source and target
communities are seldom compatible enough to be able to use a recommendation
directly. Instead, the recommendation may be tuned down in various means,
including tagging it as “uncertain information” or giving it a lowered weight in
appropriate calculations. In order for reputation to exist in larger than the triv-
ial one-member communities, the members must come to an agreement about
their shared perception for each given party in that community. Various repu-
tation systems suggest different ways of coming to this agreement. There is no
objective truth to be found—or lost—in reputation itself, but some perceptions
come closer to the target party’s real intentions and norms than others.
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Despite the earlier dismissal of human trust as somewhat irrational and overly
complex, it is an important research topic for computer scientists as well. After
all, there is a human actor somewhere behind the user agents and client pro-
grams, making trust-involving decisions e.g. on whether to use our trust man-
agement system or not. If the human users disagree with their trust management
system more often than not, they will probably change the system accordingly.
Research on how to appear trustworthy to users shows that trustworthiness esti-
mates are determined by much more than just past success or failure to comply
to expectations [11, 12, 13, 14]. It has been suggested that contracts, as they make
implicit expectations explicit, can encourage more trust [13, 14]. An agreement
on social norms does help in building human trust, but binding contracts can
also be used to reduce uncertainty in electronic commerce. In case of a breach
of contract, a means for dealing with the violation may be given by the con-
tract itself, with the backing of law, if necessary and available. Contracts are in
this sense another measure of control, like insurances, and they may well reduce
risk even more than encourage more trust to balance with the remaining risk.
The effect of contracts in trust management has been discussed in relation to
transaction modelling as well [15, 16].

2.2 The Trust Management Model

Trust management research has its roots in authentication and authorisation. In
the context of authentication, trust is established by means such as digital cer-
tificates. These certificates are proof of either identity directly or membership in
a group of good reputation. Authentication-related trust is discussed for example
in [17, 7]. Policy languages, such as [18, 19, 20], then make it possible to auto-
matically determine whether certain credentials are sufficient for performing a
certain action, to authorise the trustee. The Sultan trust management framework
[21] includes a language for describing trust and recommendation relationships
in the system. Constraints can be attached to these relationships, and through
them the relationships can be connected to the Ponder policy language [22].

Credentials are sufficient when the system is either convinced of the trustee’s
identity or knows her to be a member of some sufficiently trusted group—or one
of the credentials may be an authorisation certificate, signed by someone with the
right to delegate such authority. At the authentication level, trust is monotonic
across time and attached to a certain identity or membership. Updating the level
of trust based on evidence of actual behaviour is not yet considered; the focus is
on credentials matching policy.

Sufficiently flexible policy systems provide the backbone for a trust man-
agement system. Tonti et al. compare three languages for policy representation
and reasoning [23]. KAoS [24, 25], Rei [26] and the aforementioned Ponder are
used as a basis for sketching some general properties desirable in future work
on policy semantics. Delegent has strong roots in authorisation administration
research [27], and it has also been developed into software [28].

To make trust more dynamic, the behaviour of the trustee should be consid-
ered as well. In 2000, monitoring users could be achieved by intrusion
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detection systems, but the information gleaned was not being used to evolve
trust or reputation. None of the existing systems then yet covered monitoring
and re-evaluation of trust [29]. Since then, behaviour history collection has been
included in one form or another in numerous trust models. Behaviour information
can be gathered locally [30, 9], or it can be received as third-party observations
through a reputation system [31]. Involving third parties, however, requires some
sort of trust in their statements, as well as comparability between the trustor’s
and the third party’s views on reputation. Reputation systems are discussed in
more detail in chapter 3.1.

Much work has also gone to identifying factors which either are considered
to affect trust directly or which are used together with trust decisions. It was
mentioned earlier that uncertainty is involved in increasing the need for trust.
Uncertainty is not always problematic to the trustor, however, but mostly when
it is related to risk. While the exact relationship between risk and trust is not
entirely clear [8, 10], it is agreed that increased risk and increased need to trust go
hand in hand [32, 33]. Risk is relative to the trustor taking the risk; for example,
the risk of losing a specific monetary sum is less important if the sum is only a
small fraction of the usable funds. It has also been noted that increased potential
profits in making a decision to trust encourages coping with relatively higher risk
[9]. Potential profits can be considered a part of the action importance mentioned
in chapter 2.1. The protection of law and other factors limiting the need to trust
according to Marsh may also be considered means to reduce risk [5].

Applications where a more dynamic trust management is beneficial may have
a rapidly-changing user base. Newcomers create a problem for a trust manage-
ment system based on behaviour history alone. The system must determine how
much these unknown individuals should be trusted, sometimes without knowing
anything about them. While certification may provide a means to introduce an
initial trust out of band, it may not be plausible for some applications. Simi-
larly, reputation systems are only helpful if the user has interacted with other
systems gathering reputation before. For fully unknown users, a default level
of trust must be determined. If it is set too low, the user may not be allowed
access to the system at all, which makes proving trustworthiness through one’s
actions rather difficult [34]. If it is set very high, there may be a need to limit the
possibility for users to “start over” by re-registration after misbehaving. Other-
wise the punishment from having behaved badly becomes void, as a user with a
trustworthiness estimate below that given to a newcomer will re-register herself
to the system to become one herself.

2.3 The Trust Information Model

The problem of somehow representing human thought and feeling in a computer
system is quite evident in trust management, albeit still in a somewhat lim-
ited sense compared to some other fields. Sociologists and psychologists, as well
as economists in the field of game theory, have attempted to model trust and
concepts closely related to it, such as reputation and reciprocity. Reciprocity
is the mutual exchange of deeds (such as favor or revenge) [2]. That is, if one
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participant in a highly reciprocal society tends to be very cooperative, others
should be cooperative towards him as well. The term has not been included in
many trust models this far.

Current trust models have been criticised for not making the relationship
between trust and reputation clear and for treating them as independent of
context or time [2]. Grandison and Sloman [21] find that while the current (in
2002) logic-based frameworks suffer from problems related to applicability and
limit themselves to a subsection of the trust management problem, the existing
solutions such as PolicyMaker [19], KeyNote [20], REFEREE [18] and Trust-
Builder, a negotiation architecture for sensitive credential exchange [17], merely
concentrate on certificates and access control, with no trust re-evaluation based
on available information.

Early forms of trust management, as represented by the aforementioned four
systems, began by automating authentication and authorisation decisions with
the help of varying sets of credentials. In this kind of setting, a trust level is
fixed in relationship to passed credentials, and trust is not re-evaluated based on
experience information. It is outsourced, in a sense, to certificate authorities and
the like, and the system using this kind of trust management is merely deciding
how much it “trusts” a given credential or its issuer in the context of determining
a reputation of sorts.

Research on trust can be divided into three groups based on its context. On
the lowest, most fundamental level, trust is a part of the infrastructure. Early
trust research has been concentrating on this level. As electronic commerce has
gained a foothold and open systems become more common, trust forms an im-
portant part on the service level as well, where much of this paper is positioned.
There are still many problems to be solved on this level before research on the
highest level, the community, can proceed freely.

Marsh was one of the first to introduce a computational model for trust in
his doctorate thesis [5]. His model is relatively simple, based on a scalar value
of trust, and does not discuss reputation. Abdul-Rahman and Hailes criticize
the model for overvariabilisation [35]. Mayer looked for a differentiation between
factors contributing to trust, trust itself and its outcomes [8]. Two years later
Essin wrote a socio-technologically focused model for trust and policy, with a
goal to make them work better in computer systems [36].

Various different aspects of trust are highlighted in the different ways it is
defined. Gambetta sees trust as a subjective probability in the trustee performing
a particular action ([37], used by e.g. Abdul-Rahman and Hailes [35]). Not far
apart, Mui et al. consider it as a subjective expectation about the trustee’s future
behaviour [2]. On the other hand, Mayer, Jøsang and Lo Presti define trust as
an extent of willingness to depend on somebody [8, 9]. Demolombe places his
definitions of trust in a framework of modal logic, and considers it to be a strong
belief about a given property of the trustee, for example sincerity, cooperativity
or credibility [38].

Jøsang draws our attention to being clear about the target of trust [39]. He
points out that a machine or a program (a rational entity) does not trust; it
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only implements the trust policy given by a human (a passionate entity). On
the other hand, while trusting another passionate entity concerns speculation
on things such as their motives and intentions, trusting a rational entity, who
only acts according to lists of commands and rules, is based on trusting its
ability to withstand manipulation by a passionate entity [39]. This also implies
that when placing trust in an agent, which is a rational representation of a
passionate entity, i.e. a human user, we are not only placing trust in the user
behind the agent, but also indirectly in the person who coded the agent and
anyone who would be capable of assuming control of the agent. While all this
can be summarised as trusting the user to only use a “secure” agent, being
explicit about the implications of that trust will aid not only fellow scientists
but, possibly even more importantly, the users of the trust models, frameworks
and implemented solutions produced from trust management research.

Egger [40, 12] has developed a model for trust-relevant factors from a cus-
tomer’s perspective. Some factors are relevant for the perspective of a service
provider as well, such as reputation, propensity to trust and transference. As
mentioned before, risk is an important factor in trust management. Mayer points
out, in light of his definition of trust as a willingness to depend on someone, that
risk is not directly tied to the willingness itself, but on the behavioural manifes-
tation of a willingness to be vulnerable [8].

While Marsh’s trust model represented trust in the form of a scalar [5],
SECURE represents it as a range to include a measure of uncertainty in the
value [41]. Jøsang and Lo Presti include a three-dimensional decision surface for
balancing trust and risk in their model [9]. Trust could also be represented as an
n-dimensional vector, with parameters such as the trustee’s reputation, the ac-
tion to perform and the risk and business importance related to it. As described
before, a trust decision related to a particular action in a given situation remains
binary, with the system possibly providing also a third option for “yes, if the
following constraints are met”.

3 The Tasks of a Trust Management System

In the previous section, we built some theoretical basis for trust management,
categorized the effects of trust to the trustee into those related to authorisation,
observation and resource allocation, and identified different factors weighed in
a trust decision. In this section, we take a look at different challenges set for
a trust management system. The section begins with the initialization of trust
relationships, and goes on to identify different means to observe the trustee’s be-
haviour during the actions. Finally, actions to take based on the new experience
are discussed.

3.1 Initializing a Trust Relationship

Sometimes partners can be found with traditional out-of-band means like word
of mouth, but in a highly dynamic and possibly automated environment a dis-
covery service of some sort is necessary [42]. The lack of background information
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constitutes a problem both for determining an initial trust in a partner as well as
choosing the suitable partner for one’s current needs. A search using a discovery
service may result in a plethora of potential partners, some of which may be
incompetent or even malicious. Once a number of potential partners has been
found, a reputation system may aid in locating the most trustworthy one, based
on their past behaviour with other principals in the network.

A reputation system aggregates information about the past behaviour of a
group of entities in the form of the community’s shared perception of them. This
information may include information from book reviewers’ perceived fairness
to on-line companies’ perceived competence and reliability. Reputation systems
have been found to benefit of computer-aided human-to-human interaction, by
reducing the level of uncertainty about new acquaintances to an endurable level
[31, 33].

Experience or reputation information gathering and storage can be organized
centrally or be distributed across peers. EBay (http://www.ebay.com), an on-
line marketplace, gathers performance ratings from its users distributedly, but
the results are kept on a central server [33]. Organizations like The International
Chamber of Commerce, who act as advisors and certifiers in first-trade situations
and provide information about other organizations’ reputation, represent a fully
centralized approach [43]. Everyone wishing to use a reputation system must be
able to trust the information provider to not insert false ratings or omit infor-
mation at will. While this may be a small challenge in a centralized approach, it
is considerably more difficult to achieve with a fully distributed approach. The
problem escalates when reputation is more valuable; competitors may be given
bad ratings to disrupt their business, or good ratings may be sold for money,
unrelated to actual performance. Gathering negative feedback may also be a
problem: human reviewers in eBay tend to avoid giving negative feedback to
others and prefer to resolve conflicts out-of-band before making a rating [31].

Obreiter suggests the use of evidence in the form of trade receipts, which can
be used as a sort of certificate of having behaved well at some point [44]. Pinoc-
chio rewards honest participation in a recommendation system, which might rate
users as well as e.g. books, with a sort of virtual currency which is then needed
to use the system. It approximates an honest user (measured as a scalar) as one
who does not disagree with other users more than other users on the average
disagree with each other. On the other hand, it also punishes poor “reputation”
as a recommender by stopping the rewards for a probationary period [45].

Dishonesty in the expression of perceptions should be somewhat difficult to
detect, let alone prove, but in the context of reputation systems we can under-
stand dishonesty as relatively similar to Pinocchio’s view—either too agreeing
or too disagreeing to be likely to be useful for others. Kalcklösch and Herrmann
apply statistical methods in ad hoc networks where trust information communi-
cation is automatic [46]. While these methods may not be the approach of choice
for an established web service provider looking for partners, they serve well in
their context. One must note that solutions on different levels, from infrastruc-
ture to service to community level, have very different needs.
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Even if the recommending party is known to be honest and knowledgeable,
their statements may be useless if the principals are not known by the same
name by the recommender and the receiver, or if the principles behind the rec-
ommendations are not comparable to those of the receiver. A good reputation as
a trader in an on-line auctioning system does not necessarily mean that the user
should be given e.g. wider access privileges in a distributed software development
project. This makes representing trust or reputation as a single numeric value
somewhat problematic: If a reputation statement says that a user is trustworthy
by “3 on a scale from 1 to 5”, what does it mean in the receiver’s context? Has
the default been 1 or 3 and how easily is it increased or decreased? If this is
a trader’s reputation, should I trust them to sell a car to me if they got their
reputation by selling pocket lighters [31]? This causes difficulties for porting rat-
ings from one system to another as well. Recommendations remain an attempt
at communicating reputation information between communities.

Resnick et al. describe three requirements for a successful reputation system:
first, the entities must be long-lived and have use for reputation; second, feed-
back must be captured, distributed and made available in the future; third, the
feedback must be used to guide trust decisions [31]. The first property implies
some problems that newcomers have with reputation systems. Besides having
the problem of finding a trustworthy information provider, they must gain a
reputation themselves [34].

The usability of reputation information from outside sources is not limited to
choosing a partner. It can also be included as a factor in the trust estimate of a
partner, along with their locally gathered reputation based on first-hand expe-
rience. Initially, as there is no local information about the partner’s behaviour,
external reputation information may hold considerable weight in a trust decision.

Besides reputation systems, various kinds of authentication and credential
systems may help determine an initial level of trust through e.g. membership
in a group with a good reputation. The Web Services standard WS-Trust ap-
proaches authorisation and authentication via security tokens requested from
on-line servers [47]. Karabulut proposes a hybrid public key infrastructure model
to ease the delegation of trust, in the sense of allowing third parties to produce
credentials usable for authorisation trust management in the target system [48].

A trust management system also tends to have some sort of a default value to
assign to complete strangers. This value represents the system’s general tendency
to trust, or its trust propensity. This default may be raised or lowered based on a
general view of the world the system operates in. If the average partner seems to
be a somewhat unreliable opportunist, the trust propensity may be reduced. On
the other hand, if the system operates in an environment of honest cooperation,
the trust propensity may be increased.

As the initial trust value is even at best based on the experiences of others
with the partner, it may prove to be a poor estimate. Observing the partner’s
actions and updating their local reputation based on the observation strengthens
the system against misplaced expectations. Evolving reputation and trust is
discussed in more detail in chapter 3.3.
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3.2 Observation

Observation can be done in two different roles: either as an active participant of a
collaboration, or as an outsider, a silent third party. In the first case, the actions
of the observed are seen through a personal context, which gives more depth
to the analysis. Intrusion detection software can benefit greatly from “insider”
information from the observed application, if it is available. As an example,
Zamboni [49] suggests using internal sensors inside the observed applications
themselves, but such modifications are not always possible.

The principles and research in the field of intrusion detection can be put to
use in observing users or partners in a trust management system. The tradi-
tional approach to intrusion detection looks at system calls or network traffic,
while application-level intrusion detection adds “insider” understanding to the
analysis by being aware of the particular applications observed instead of trying
to understand network traffic or system calls for the entire system.

We can divide intrusion detection into two main approaches. Anomaly de-
tection attempts to model normal behaviour, often by learning from experience
gained during an observation period [50, 51], and considers abnormalities poten-
tial signs of an attack. The second approach, misuse detection, constructs mod-
els to match the attacks instead [52]. While such specifications are less likely
to yield false positives than detecting previously unseen behaviour in general,
keeping them up to date is problematic—only known attacks can be detected.
The approaches are not mutually exclusive, as is shown by IDES [53].

Specification-based anomaly detection attempts to combine the best of both
worlds [54]. A specification for normal behaviour can be built with the help of e.g.
source code. In the context of Web Services, contracts of acceptable behaviour
may have already been made, possibly with the help of e.g. the Web Service
Description Language (WSDL) [55]. If a suitable set of interface specifications
for a particular Web Service can be found, it could be used as a basis for the
specification of acceptable behaviour as well.

Thorough observation ties up resources, which may make it simply impossible
to keep close track of what every user is doing at all times. Herrmann and
Krumm, who study monitoring and trust or lack thereof directed towards a
set of system components, suggest adjusting the intensity of monitoring and
behaviour checks according to the level of trust in the observed component, its
hosting environment and its vendor [56].

Suspicious activity can in the most straightforward case be actual misbe-
haviour in the form of breaking system policy or not following other forms of
orchestration. It can, however, also be an action which either should only be
taken by actors in a different role or is simply highly unusual behaviour for the
observed. A change in an actor’s behaviour may give reason to suspect that
communications with the actor have been compromised, either on the way or in
the source by subverting the actor or its representee somehow. The exact reason
behind the unusual behaviour is not necessarily of consequence; the actor is not
behaving as it should, and the observing system wants to protect itself against
these possibly malicious influences.
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When an observation system has detected suspicious activity, a decision must
be made on what to do with the information. In the literature, the most visi-
bly noted actions are updating the trust value or reputation (see the following
chapter) and, if the analysis is done in real time, stopping the suspicious ac-
tivity altogether. An Intrusion Prevention System (IPS) extends the concept of
intrusion detection by also considering preemptive measures.

Automated reaction to detected attacks requires very accurate, real-time in-
trusion detection. The anomaly intrusion detection approach, with is tendency
towards false positives, would therefore be sub-optimal if used alone in intrusion
prevention. On the other hand, misuse intrusion detection would also miss some
attacks due to not knowing them beforehand. Specification-based anomaly de-
tection shows some promise, but building specifications of normal behaviour may
not be feasible for all applications. It has been applied to network protocols [54],
and could maybe find a place in the field of Web Services. Specifications of accept-
able behaviour could potentially be composed based on the architecture’s various
specification languages, mainly the Web Service Description Language (WSDL)
combined with probably necessary additional semantic information. Taking the
step from merely being a language validator to observing trust-relevant activity
may be challenging, however.

The idea of preventing policy-breaking or otherwise suspicious activity is not
new. Access control lists have for long prevented users without specific identity-
tied privileges from accessing certain files or services, and policy languages can
be used to further limit access according to other constraints. They can also
be used to lower the resources allocated for a slightly risky task which is not
considered to be in direct conflict with policy, and as mentioned earlier, the task
can be allowed to proceed normally, but under tighter observation as with trust
decisions discussed earlier. Similar adjustments could be based on trust instead
of more static, pre-set constraints.

Besides detecting suspicious activity, an observation system could be used as
a witness of “normal” behaviour. Good experiences lead to better or at least more
“certain” reputation in many reputation systems where the users themselves act
as witnesses. On the other hand, if a reputation estimate includes a measure
of confidence, i.e. how certain the estimate is, a lengthy period of observation
showing behaviour in agreement with the current reputation may be taken as
increased confidence in the reputation estimate.

3.3 Evolving Reputation and Trust

The evolution of reputation stands at the heart of a trust management system.
It also seems to be a subject which is seldom discussed in detail in a practical
context. One reason for this may be the need for configurability; research should
not impose any particular policy on trust updates upon its applications. Some
detailed examples in the right context can prove invaluable, however.

Mathematical models give tools and formulae for dealing with experience as
it is represented as a binary for “cooperated vs. defected” [2] or by scalars [57].
The SECURE project provides a formal model of incorporating new evidence
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to trust information [30, 41]. The Sultan project has also included an experience
collection module in its architecture description [21, 58]. Translating experience
into updates in reputation seems to largely be work in progress.

As the user’s reputation is updated based on their actions, information about
the changes can be sent as recommendations to reputation systems spanning
larger communities, such as those used by the local reputation system to es-
timate the initial reputation of newcomers. The information can then be used
to adjust the user’s reputation in the target community as well. This requires
that the recommendation includes a representation of the user’s identity that is
recognized in both communities. It is noteworthy that the reputation changes
communicated across systems are not an objective truth by our definition, and
the updates involve agreements on how the information is dealt with. This topic
is central in the development of reputation systems.

4 Conclusions

Trust management is a young area of research. Trust as a concept has many
very different applications, which causes divergence in trust management termi-
nology. Also, conceptually separating trust from reputation is not always done,
or nothing is said about how one affects the other [2]. Yet if either is forgotten,
the remaining term’s definition is left to bear both the aspect of perceptions and
predictions as well as the willingness to depend and the related analysis of risks
and benefits. Similarly, associating trust specifically to known actions instead of
principals in general can make trust models more adaptable and understandable.

There has been some progress in the field of updating trust and reputation
based on evidence of the actors’ behaviour in the system. Yet while some projects
include experience-collection modules in their systems [58, 10], practical studies
on how to translate various suspicious or encouraging events into updates of
reputation or trust are scarce. Theoretical models considering the topic assume
that experiences have already been coded into either binary or scalar [2, 57].
Observation alone is a difficult task to automatize well; intrusion detection sys-
tems seek an automated way to answer to “is this an attack or just something
resembling one?”, and face similar problems. High configurability is a require-
ment for the observation system, or at least for its interpretation engine. As
collaborative systems allow autonomic and dynamic policy changes at individ-
ual enterprises, conflicts in policy or expectations need to be detected run-time;
static verification is no longer sufficient.

As a phenomenon, trust is such a multi-faceted research target that finding a
satisfactory representation of it for computer systems must either be done based
on a relatively limited context or not at all. The three-level view of trust research,
from infrastructure to communities, was presented to keep these limitations of
context in mind when evaluating earlier work. Still, there is work to do on all
levels. An increased automation in trust management is needed for collaborative
systems, especially for routine tasks. There should be room for human interven-
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tion, however, for exceptions of the rule or new kinds of situations where the
routine rules may not be applicable.

On one hand, it is reassuring to remember that trust is only a tool and as
such can be simplified and toned down to suit our purposes. On the other hand,
a tool which gives poor counsel due to not considering factors the user would
want to give weight to is a tool easily abandoned. A tool might also be considered
faulty to the degree of being unusable even if it knows better, according to a
suitable definition of better, but constantly disagrees with its users in ways they
do not comprehend.
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